
Besley & Coate Workfare versus Welfare

The problem:

How, why and when can workfare - a requirement that individuals
who receive public economic support must do some public sector
work - be used to target the really needy: Workfare as a screening
device.

The point is that requiring welfare recipients to do public work
makes it more costly for those with relative high productivity
(wages) to claim benefits. Why?

Activation (workfare is one type of activation) can be defended on
other grounds; which?



Besley & Coate Workfare versus Welfare

Model

I
Two types may claim benefits; L and H, but only L are really needy (will earn an

income below the poverty line z if they do not get any economic support).

I
A fraction � has low productivity aL and a fraction (1 � �) is endowed with a

higher productivity aH . Productivity = wage they obtain in the market.

I
All people have the same quasi-linear utility function defined over disposable

income (y) and work (l), u(y , l) = y � h(l), with h0 > 0 , h00 > 0 ) optimal

labour supply is given by h0(l̂(ai ) = ai and is independent of income level (why?)

I l̂(aL)aL < z < l̂(aH)aH ) only L individuals should receive economic support

(the government wants to minimize transfers given that everyone obtain at least

z).
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Model

I
The government offers a program that contains two alternatives {bL, cL} and

{bH , cH} : the first intended for L� types and the second for H � types.

I
Eligibility (screening) depends on information

I
observes productivity: gov can condition program on productivity

I
observes nothing: gov cannot condition on anything - everyone who

claims to be type i obtains package {bi , ci}
I

observes income: gov can condition on income (means tested) to get

{bL, cL}one must earn l̂(aL)aL.
I

Two types may claim benefits; L and H, but only L are really needy (will

earn an income below the poverty line z if they do not get any economic

support).

I
Public work has zero value (simplification). The only effect of imposing a work

requirement is that it reduces private income; a loss. It follows that cH = 0 no

benefit of having cH > 0.

I
There is a benefit of having cL = c > 0: more costly for a H � person to do

public work (looses aH of income) than for a L� person (looses aL).

I
First result: If the gov can observe productivity never optimal to use workfare.

H gets nothing, L gets transfer bL = z � l̂(aL)aL. Prop 1 in B&C.
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Model

Gov can not observe private market earnings.

I
The gov chooses {bL, c} and {bH , 0} to minimize transfers given the constraints

1. L must earn z: bL = z � (l̂(aL)� c)aL) @bL(c)
@c = aL

2. H must prefer the H�program (if : bH + l̂(aH)aH � bL + (l̂(aH)� c)aH)
bH(c) = bL(c)� caH) @bH (c)

@c = �(aH � aL)

I
Note that from 1 & 2 we see that both the cost (must increase bL) and the

benefit (can decrease bH) are linear in c ) optimal policy is either no workfare

c = 0 (welfare) or workfare to a level which drives bH(c) to 0: cs : bH(cs) = 0.

I
Workfare {bL(cs), cs} and {0, 0} will be chosen if

aL� < (1 � �)(aH � aL) ) �
(1��)  (aH�aL)

aL
: separating equilibrium

I
Welfare {bL(0), 0} if the inequality is turned around. Intuition: When � is high

(almost all are of L� type it is not useful to use workfare, the gain is low, cost

are high.
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Model

Gov can observe private market earnings.

I
The government can condition program (transfer and workfare) on earnings.

This implies that it is less tempting for H � types to mimic L� types since they

have to reduce their labour supply to obtain the low earnings.

I
This implies gov chooses a lower workfare on L� types (if workfare is

used){bL, c} and workfare is also used less often than if income is not

observable.

Workfare to promote investment in productivity.

I
B&C also show that in a two period model where L� types can make an effort

to increase their productivity from aL to aH workfare can be used to motivate

L� types to make this “investment”. The point is that the gov can use workfare

to such an extent that the L� type is pushed down to their reservation utility

(indifferent between receiving benefits or manage on their own). This will make

the utility difference between L and H types very large and motivates investment

in human capital.


